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because at the end of the day it's a collective effort all of these paragraphs are necessary in
order to actually address the essay question (if u can’t write the essay with the topic - question u
can use the site to which students CheetahPapers term paper pay) hey guys it'sjust and
welcome back to my channel welcome back to day at four of my study skills playlist in
collaboration with education REE and today's video is all about essay writing hacks because I
can ask how to write an excellent essay so often and I really feel like writing an essay can be
really stressful for a lot of students so I really wanted to make this video and share my top tips of
how to write an awesome essay feel confident and to tackle essay writing stress because essay
writing is sort of compulsory most of our lives when we're in school so I really felt like this was
an important topic to address and when it comes to school and uni essay writing is probably the
most common assignment that we're given so it's really important that we get a hang of it early
on and feel really confident in our abilities to write an awesome essay okay now it's time for
some essay writing hacks so number one I really recommend it you guys take some time out to
research your topic there is no point even beginning to write your plan or writing your essay if
you don't fully understand the topic and it's really important that you do spend even a couple of
days researching it because you want to utilize a number of different resources and researching
the topic does take a bit of time so give yourself enough time to fully understand the topic and
even consider asking your teachers or lecturers if they recommend any additional resources
feeded use they might be able to give you some really helpful resources or there might also be
compulsory resources that you need to reference in your essay as well okay now that you've
researched your topic in depth it's time to begin the essay plan because writing an essay plan is
honestly like half of the work your essay plan is the backbone of your essay it's going to help
you to write an excellent essay it's going to help you form like all of your points make sure ideas
flow logically

